
TOPAZE PB door

Simple action door

The door shall be a simple action coplanar, interior and exterior sides, aluminium door with 46 mm wide 
profiles.
- 1 leaf
or
- 2 leaves

It shall be equipped with one-piece aluminium hinges
- In the rebate
or
- Wall-mounted on the fixed frame and opening frame.

The opening frame assembly shall be
- Mitre cut
and/or
- Straight cut with a 112 mm high plinth
and/or
- Straight cut with median transom(s) (68, 75, 95, 160) mm high.

Volume fitting (3 to 33 mm) shall be obtained by clipped glazing beads on the inner side and marine quality 
EPDM gaskets.

The opening frame shall comprise
- a 1- or 3-point locking mechanism, fixed frame median bolt and upper and lower lever- triggered by a 
double lever handle of identical colour with the door and same form as the “Topaze” (FB) composite frame.
or
- a linear edge-plate 3-point lock and pivoting bolt.
or
- an electromagnetic air valve and push bar.
or
- electric lock strike (with or without timer).

The mitre cut assembled fixed frame occupies 33 mm space excluding incorporated rebate. The incorpo-
rated rebate shall be identical to that of the opening frame.

The composite configurations shall be achieved
- By incorporation into a “Topaze” (FB) structure.
or
- By stacking using connecting profiles (46 mm module).
and/or
- With median transom(s) (68, 75, 95, 160) mm high.

Fixed/opening frame sealing shall be obtained with a double row of marine quality EPDM gaskets, curved 
in the corners. 
Floor sealing shall be obtained using gaskets on the lower parts for the total width of the opening frame
- By brush gasket on a finished floor or flat sill.
or
- By a double row of compressible gaskets on a tubular drained sill
or
- By a double row of brush gaskets with a high plinth on a flat sill.
or
- By a double row of brush gaskets under a high plinth, on a sill with incorporated stop and compressible 
gasket.
The sills shall be dismantled to allow for possible replacement.



TOPAZE PB door (continuation)

Double action door:

The door shall be a 46 mm module double action, interior and exterior sides, coplanar aluminium door 
- 1 leaf
or
- 2 leaves

It shall be hinged on pivots with a recessed adjustable stop on the ground.

The 71 mm high opening frame shall be mitre cut assembled. The median transom(s) (68, 75, 95, 160) mm 
high shall be assembled on a square cut.

Volume fitting (3 to 33 mm) shall be obtained by clipped glazing beads on the inner side and marine quality 
EPDM gaskets.

The opening frame shall be equipped with locking mechanism.
- 2 upper and lower lever points.
or
- 3 median upper and lower lever roller points, functioning with a push bar (or block) whose colour shall be 
identical with that of the door.

The 40 mm mitre cut assembled fixed frame shall facilitate
- Direct incorporation into the façade
or
- Composition with fixed glazing frames, transom light, “Topaze” (FB) composite frame  
or
- Direct fitting into the shell
and/or
- Incorporation of straight cut assembled median transom(s) (68, 75, 95, 160) mm high.

Opening/fixed frame sealing shall be provided by
- A double row of brush gaskets (7 mm air gap)
or
- EPDM anti-finger trap gasket (30 mm air gap).




